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FROM THE (DECK) CHAIR
The Black Point Progress Association (BPPA) undertook a survey of
residents several months ago and has recently completed the
compilation of the results – some of which are reported on elsewhere
in this newsletter. The 2014 Black Point Community Survey has
provided a very important source of data for revising our Strategic
Plan and responding to various inquiries and requests from Council in
relation to land use planning matters at Black Point.
What is always interesting to me, in surveys of this nature, is the
commentary which respondents often add when completing the
questionnaire. Indeed, one often learns so much more from about
how people are thinking from the commentary, than from the raw
scores in the questionnaire.
A frequent comment in the recent survey was how much Black Point
residents appreciate all the work which the BPPA does on behalf of
the Black Point community. These notes of appreciation have been
gratefully received by all of the members of the BPPA Committee, I
can assure you. All of us need a pat on the back from time to time to
keep us motivated!
What was interesting about these particular comments, however, is
that they were often tempered with remarks along the lines of: “We
love Black Point and all the opportunities for relaxation and
tranquillity that go with it. Please keep it this way and don’t have the
BPPA do too much in the name of “progress” at Black Point”.
The sentiment behind this sort of commentary is entirely
understandable.
It has caused me to reflect on the original objectives of the BPPA –
which was formed to protect and advance the interests of Black Point
residents when the Bannon Labor Government,Continued
and then
on Brown
page 2
Liberal Government, were considering changes to land use and
ownership arrangements at Black Point.
The BPPA was instrumental in negotiating and securing the freeholding of Black Point, as well as 40 year leases for occupants of
Crown Land.
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(continued)

The focus then, as it still remains today, was on ensuring that the property rights and well-being of Black Point residents
are protected and enhanced. No more and no less.
There is no doubt that the BPPA has pushed for a number of developments in the years since this time – such as the
Maxine Hawke Park, the refurbishment of the Caravan Park, the Slip Lane and the recent construction of the new Boat
Ramp. However these developments have all been focussed on making Black Point a safer, more efficient and hence
more enjoyable place. We have also taken action when projects proposed by others (such as the Ceres Wind Farm) have
a risk of detracting from the well-being of the Black Point community.
The BPPA does not get involved in projects at Black Point simply to progress development for its own sake. That has
never been the goal of the BPPA.
That said, it has been apparent, on some occasions that undertaking one project for the betterment of Black Point
highlights another which needs to be undertaken.
The need to upgrade the Ablution block at the Caravan Park after the Council redeveloped the Park is one such example.
Another such example is the recently completed boat ramp.
By any measure, the new boat ramp has been a vast improvement on the ramp which it replaced.
The boat ramp project demonstrated, yet again, how the BPPA is able to work co-operatively with the State and Local
Government to achieve important infrastructure for the betterment of the Black Point Community. Like we did with the
Slip Lane, the BPPA put up the first lot of funds on behalf of residents to do the initial designs and castings’, and then
worked with the appropriate governmental authorities to finalise the designs and complete the funding.
The design and construction of the new boat ramp reflected inputs from some of the best marine engineers and
architects in South Australia.
That said, several users of the ramp have complained, since its completion, about the need to climb over rocks to
access the ramp, if launching or retrieving boats on their own.
As reported in this Newsletter, the BPPA has consulted with the Council and the original designer to develop possible
solutions for this situation. A preferred solution has been costed and an application has been made to the South
Australian Government for additional funding to rectify the issue. While there has been no reported instances of injury
(thankfully) from people clambering over the rock walls when launching or retrieving boats, all of the respective
stakeholders in the boat ramp have recognised the potential of the problem and are working cooperatively together to
achieve a funded solution.
Our objectives has, and will continue to be, to have a very modern, workable and efficient boat ramp which is also
enjoyable and safe to use, without having any of the disadvantages associated with the previous outdated boat ramp.
We believe that the development of the new boat ramp is the sort of progress which enhances the welfare and best
interests of all of the residents of Black Point.
It is entirely consistent with the objectives of the original founders of the BPPA – that is, to protect the interests of
residents and make Black Point, as one survey respondent put it, an “even more beautiful and a safer place for families
to enjoy a change of pace and have fun”.
You bet! That’s it exactly. No more and no less.

Boat Ramp  Barry Noble

Strategic Plan  Kate Van Schaik

Website  Greg Harmer

Leases, Licences, Coastal Protection
 Adrian Sutter

Maxine Hawke Park  Graham Mattschoss

Wind Farm  Roger Sexton, Barry Noble

Membership Officer  Greg Harmer

Community Helpers

Newsletter  Kym Woolford

Membership Liaison  Andrew Clarkson

Fire Trailer  Brian Bishop

RecFish  Kym Woolford

Memorial Wall  Kate Van Schaik

Bin Returns  Malcolm & Sue Wheare

Rex Minerals, CCG  Kate Van Schaik

Walk the Yorke  Bill Gill

Recycling Bins Manager  Bob Walkley

PORTFOLIO’S

PORTFOLIO’S

Roger Sexton
Chairman
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CROWN LAND LEASES AND
ANNUAL LICENSE
We have been advised by Crown Lands, Kadina Office, that
revised information relating to Life Tenure and Fixed Term Deeds
have been posted to Shack Owners and all Shack Owners
should have received this information by week ending 12
December 2014. Please note that any alterations to these
documents should not be made using white ink but crossed out
and initialled. All queries should be referred to
Crown Lands
Kadina office.
Annual Licenses are still being prepared by Crown Lands and
are not expected to be available for some time.
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LAND TAX WARNING
You may have received an incorrect Land Tax
Assessment last year due to the tax being applied
to the Crown Land Lease portion of your property.
This was subsequently corrected last year, but
unfortunately we have been informed that the
situation has reoccurred again this year to one
particular Member.
Please check your Land Tax Assessments to
ensure you are not being assessed (and therefore
charged) on the Leasehold (Crown land) property.

BOAT RAMP NEWS
In our last Newsletter we reported on the only negative issue that had emerged with the new boat ramp; namely that
some difficulties were being experienced in launching and retrieving boats, particularly when there was only one person
on the scene. Specifically, some users have told us that, when there are cross winds, it can be difficult to secure their
boat while returning, or going to bring down, their vehicle and trailer, and this was causing prospective safety issues.
We are continuing to work with Council and other authorities on a possible solution – which could be to add a walkway
on at least one side of the ramp (and preferably both); with such walkways also being used to make embarking or
disembarking boats much easier. Given the significant costs likely to be involved, this exercise is likely to take quite
some time, but please be assured that we will continue to pursue it with appropriate vigour.

BLACK POINT HERITAGE AREA STAGE 1: MEMORIAL WALL
There has been considerable progress with the project in recent months.
The design has been finalised and plans drafted by Stuart Palecek (Ardrossan Drafting). The plans are currently with YP
Council for building and development approval. Once granted, we can then progress to the construction stage.
The site for the wall will be in north eastern corner of the boat trailer park, (overlooking the bay) and has been
positioned so as not to reduce or impact on the available parks or manoeuvring area of the boat trailer/car park.
The application forms, costs and process has also been completed, in consultation with McQueen Funeral Services Pty.
Ltd-who will administer much of the application process and supply and install the plaques.
Included with the newsletter is an extract from the application package- which gives some background and the criteria
for the memorial Wall. Included is an image of a sample plaque.
Once again, thank you to Ros Basey, who proposed that a memorial Wall be considered for our community. Since 2009
(yes it was that long ago!!) we have had many ask about when this would be realised! So it is great to be able to report
that we hope to see the wall in place during 2015 and we can start receiving applications to commemorate past
families, friends and those closely affiliated with our beloved Black Point.
If you have any questions, please contact Kate on 0407714184.

MEMBERSHIP REMINDER
2015 Membership and bin return service payment due from the 1st of January
We also wish to encourage you to provide email addresses to replace postal addresses for distribution of the
Newsletter. This will keep membership costs down and reduce the work load for distribution of the Newsletter. Other
benefits include a colour Newsletter with clear photos which enhances the reading of the Newsletter. Please send
email addresses to Kym at vhw@bigpond.com.
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HILLSIDE MINE
Over 100 conditions have been attached to the lease for the Hillside Mine which Rex Minerals have agreed to in its
smaller scale version. The associated documents are to be found on the BPPA website for those who are concerned.
Although the start up costs associated with the proposed smaller scale mine are to be significantly less, it may not
reduce the overall size of the mine or the imposition on the surrounding area. In fact, due to the proposed removal of the
slurry or transport line to the port facilities at Ardrossan, there will be an increase in truck movements carrying the mined
material.
Other concerns are noted in the YPLOG Newsletter update of 9.12.14 which is on the BPPA website.
The BPPA Community is being represented on the newly formed “Hillside Community Voice” (read article below) by Kate
Van Schaik and Graham Mattschoss. We thanked them both for that and even more so to Kate who has been involved
heavily since the start. Kate has kept an unbiased view through out, by just reporting the facts and relaying community
opinions (both for and against) and thus has become the Chair Facilitator of this newly formed entity.

HILLSIDE COMMUNITY VOICE by Kate Van Schaik
The former Community Consultative Group (CCG) which commenced during the “exploration” stage of the Hillside Mine,
has now disbanded following the conclusion of the “feasibility” stage and the Mining Licence to Rex Minerals has
subsequently been granted by the State Government.
As part of an extensive review and evaluation of the previous CCG, it was recognised that a new entity was needed to
engage more broadly across the YP area and dispel perceptions that the group was led predominantly by the Mining
company. A newly formed group of interested people, held its first meeting on 10 November 2014.
We are currently working through the membership, structure, communication network and responsibilities of a new
community body, which builds on the very extensive work of the previous group, while addressing a number of areas for
improvement, to best ensure that the diverse range of needs, ideas and voice of our community is clearly articulated and
actioned, during this next stage of the development of the Hillside Mine.
Open, accurate and transparent communication is critical to the work of this group, to engender confidence within the
community that any matters (large or small, positive or negative) can be raised and considered.
We are establishing a communications network and system, to encourage dialogue with as many people as possible
within the region.
In addition to the usual meetings, minutes, bulletins and links, the group is looking to organise working groups to
enable us to focus on different aspects of the key areas of the project that will impact on the community, agriculture,
other industries, the marine and natural environment and local infrastructure. We also will look to arrange open
meetings and information sessions - to enable all members of the community to better access information and obtain
first hand information from regulators, the company and relevant experts and analysts.
Our minutes from our meeting will continue to be sent to Progress Associations and other groups and we welcome
questions, ideas, participation and information from all.
On 16 September 2014 Rex Minerals accepted the conditions of a Mineral Lease, Extractive Minerals Lease and
Miscellaneous Purposes Licence (“mining tenements”) offered by the Minister for Mineral Resources and Energy for its
Hillside Project. As a result, the Minister has now granted these various mining tenements. The next stage of the
statutory process for mine development requires Rex Minerals to prepare a Program for Environment Protection and
Rehabilitation (PEPR) in accordance with the provisions of Part 10A of the Mining Act. The PEPR will detail how Rex
Minerals will conduct its operations and rehabilitation to ensure the company is compliant with all of the conditions of
their leases and licence, and will describe the detailed monitoring, reporting and other operational plans which will be
used to demonstrate compliance. Operations may only commence following the approval of the PEPR.
As many would be aware, Rex Minerals is considering a smaller scale (gradual) start up to the proposed mining projectand as such are reviewing the way this can occur.
You will find considerable information on our BPPA website from the Department of State Development about the
notification of the decision, conditions and frequently asked questions.
Kate Van Schaik
Facilitator - Hillside Community Voice
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STRATEGIC PLAN AND SURVEY
The Black Point Community’s participation in the BPPA
Survey 2014 was appreciated and the input from 68
respondents was collated. The resultant report formed the
basis for the Progress Association’s Strategic Plan 2015 –
2019. Of those respondents, nearly 70% were non-resident
property owners and 20% were permanent residents.
The first section pertained to Black Point information
accessibility.
•

96 percent of respondents agreed or strongly agreed
that the BPPA Newsletter was informative and read by
members.

•

Knowledge of and displaying the Black Point Emergency
information brochure was acknowledged by 75 percent
of respondents.

•

Regarding the Black Point Visitor brochure 42 percent
reported it to be informative and the remaining 58
percent were either unsure, disagreed or had no opinion.

•

The website’s accessibility and information provision
received a positive response from 56 percent, with 31
percent either unsure or disagreeing with the premise
that the website was accessible and informative.

•

Knowledge of the fire trailer’s location and its
accessibility was acknowledged by 63 percent of
respondents, but 37 percent either did not know or were
unsure.

These responses motivated the Committee to increase
efforts to both communicate and promote its methods of
communication more effectively.
Community social events have been popular and wellreceived when held at high occupation times, such as the
Australia Day Long weekend. Their popularity was reinforced
in the survey with 74 percent supporting an annual beach
party or similar, and 50 percent giving their support to attend
organised community events with 42 percent being unsure.
This is also reflected in the BPPA’s focus on encouraging
community engagement through appropriate social functions
within the Strategic Plan.
Questions were asked about community reaction to the
creation of recreational play / fitness areas.
•

•

The concept of a nature / adventure playground for
children received a mixed but slightly favourable
response, with 54 percent agreeing or strongly agreeing
that it was a good idea, and 25 percent either
disagreeing or strongly disagreeing. 18 percent were
unsure.
An outdoor gym / fitness area received a more negative
response with 43 percent either disagreeing or strongly
disagreeing with the concept, 37 percent agreeing or
strongly agreeing with the idea and 19 percent were
unsure.

Accordingly, these proposals did not receive strong
endorsement in the Strategic Plan. However, the Committee
acknowledge that there is sufficient support for further study
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to be undertaken on the playground concept.
Support for plans to construct a memorial wall and heritage
area near the boat ramp precinct were surveyed with 53
percent indicating support, 13 percent did not support the
idea and 34 percent were either unsure or did not offer an
opinion.
The BPPA Committee wish to reinforce that these
responses helped shape the Strategic Plan for 2015 –
2019.
The BPPA are grateful for the effort members made to
complete and return the survey. Many respondents took
time to elaborate on their survey answers and add further
comment. Remarks supporting and criticising certain
elements of the ever-changing face of Black Point have been
much appreciated and the Committee will use these to guide
their activities and their representation to various levels of
government.

SURVEY FEEDBACK - JET SKIS
A consistent issue of concern raised by respondents in the
recent 2014 Black Point Community Survey was the impact
of jet skis on Black Point. Indeed, it was the one issue which
was raised repeatedly by respondents in their commentary
attaching to the specific questions.
Commentary ranged from: “Ban all jet skis at Black Point”
to “…a small peaceful, beautiful place that is being spoilt by
jet skis”.
I must say, that I personally share the sentiments
expressed overwhelmingly by the survey respondents.
However, as I made the point in the last Newsletter (in
relation to planning issues) the BPPA is not a “policeman”
and cannot be the arbiter in disputes between shack owners
on the use of their assets or property.
Quite apart from noise issues, a lot of the concerns appear
to be related to the speed of jet skis in close waters and in
areas where slower boats often tow children on inflatable
devices or where people are swimming.
Suggestions to remedy the problem have included banning
jet skis within a kilometre of the shore.
Clearly, this is not an issue within the control of the BPPA,
nor should it be! The BPPA, as above, cannot be drawn into
disputes between shack owners about speeding jet skis
close to shore.
Invariably, it appears that much of the recent problems
have been caused by renters.
It is incumbent upon shack owners to ensure that anyone
renting their shack understands the rules governing the use
of jet skis at Black Point and that they request that common
sense prevails in the use of jet skis so that the actions of a
few do not spoil things for the majority of people who come
to Black Point for a peaceful, relaxing break in their daily
lives.
Roger Sexton
Chairman
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SAFETY & ALL BOATING
With Summer approaching, the Black Point bay will be full
of a diverse range of boating activities which help to create
the unique experience that we all enjoy. Sometimes these
pursuits are not cohesive with one and another, which may
create a disharmony and a feeling of “an accident waiting
to happen!” mindset. With this in mind we wish to remind
all Black Pointers of the importance of boating regulations
for the safety of all, including the operators of any vessels.
The following is a list of common, over looked boating
regulations. Although not comprehensive, it does raise the
thought that we may need to refresh ourselves with the
current boating regulations. Do you self a favour and call
into a Service SA Centre and grab a free copy of the
current boating regulations for SA.
4 Knot rules apply to the following areas;


Within 200 metres of the high water mark along the
entire Black Point beach front. (max. Fine $1,250)



Within 50 metres of any mooring or moored vessels.



Within 50 metres of a vessel or buoy displaying the
blue and white international dive flag.



Within 50 metres of a person swimming, or in/on a
kayak, canoe, surfboard or sailboard.



Within 50 metres of any anchored vessel.



Within 50 metres of a vessel being launched.



Within 30 metres of any other moving vessel.

Additional regulations:


All vessels must have a personal flotation device (PFD)
for each occupant. This includes row boats. In the
case of canoes, kayaks, windsurfers, jet-skis and
other floating devices they must be worn at all times.



A jet-ski operator must have a type 2 or 3 PFD, not
type 1 PFD which can restrict movement and aid
injuries if the rider falls off at speed.



Jet-ski operators must have a boating license.



Jet-skis must observe all boating rules.



Jet-skis may only operate from 9am on Sundays and
8am all other days of the week.



Jet-skis may only operate until sunset or 8pm,
whichever is first.

Thank you to all Committee, Members and the staff of the
Yorke Peninsula Council that have had input in this Newsletter .
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MAXINE HAWKE PARK
The BPPA Committee are currently seeking help with what appears to be a disease spreading through the woodlot
trees. It was first noticed in the trees at the eastern end of the woodlot within the MHP.
Whilst we wait for the fore mentioned inspection, please do not remove any contaminated foliage in case of further
spreading the alleged disease. Your co-operation is appreciated.

FIRE SEASON & WATER TRAILER
The fire season is upon us well and truly. With the Fire Season now operational, no outside burning is allowed above the
high water mark and additionally there will be days of total fire bans. Please research local fire restrictions by going to the
Council website before using spark producing tools outside or machinery in dry grassed areas - let alone lighting any fires.
The responsibility is with you to check.
The BPPA have utilised members funds once again to have extensive, additional mowing in areas of concern within the
MHP and surrounding areas. Council did a great job early in the season by completing their responsibilities, which we are
most grateful for.
The Community thanks volunteer Brian Bishop for updating and readying the water trailer for what is envisaged to be a
hot and dry season ahead. If anybody wishes to have an introduction or refresher course on the operation of the water
trailer – please contact Kym Woolford or Brian Bishop.
FIREWORKS
An area that often concerns many of us is the use of fireworks. We are not going to get into the argument of their use,
but rather the commonsense of where & when not to use them. Be mindful of any northerly or onshore breezes which
would push burning remnants of fireworks into the dry grass to the south of the shacks. Don’t light fireworks above the
high water mark and especially behind the shacks. Both have severe consequences if the dry grass or scrub is set alight.
Commonsense is paramount.

RFSA (Recreational Fishing South Australia)
Brenton Schahinger retires from Chairman.

Formerly SARFAC, the peak recreational fishing organisation in South Australia has had major changes recently with 3 key
Committee Members retiring after a hectic schedule which has greatly benefitted all recreational fishers in SA.
Former Chairman, our very own Brenton Schahinger, has stepped down and was granted life Membership of RFSA. A well
deserved accolade.
Brenton has been in involved with many projects whilst with RFSA, including the local Commercial netting ban,
commercial long liners restrictions and enforcement, concerns with the garfish, snapper and blue crab fisheries,
commercial snapper and blue crab practises, freshwater enclosed impoundment fishery implementation, bag and
possession requirements for recreational fishers, dialogue with PIRSA State and Federal Politicians, committing the State
Government to an election promise of $3.2M funding over three years for recreational fishing and lastly, the Marine Parks
process.
Also, through his involvement with SABFAC, he helped in negotiations for the Black Point boat ramp to be a reality.
Very recently, Brenton added weight to the BPPA Committee’s communications with PIRSA to have the abandoned oyster
lease removed. (It is now happening as this is being written).
Brenton is one of those people who just gets the job done, without fanfare and no matter what hurdles, even personal
ones. Well done and thank you Brenton.

MORE RFSA

RFSA Members were invited by PIRSA’s Keith Rowlings, to view the methology for how stock assessments are gathered
for the King George Whiting. It was an eye opening and valuable lesson in trying to determine the perceived numbers of a
particular species – in this case KGW. With data supplied by the Commercial Fishing and the Charter Fishing boat
industries, we can get an idea of what numbers of KGW are in our waters. The recently released report can be viewed
copying & pasting the following linkhttp://www.sardi.sa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/230873/King_George_Whiting_Fishery_Report_-_FINAL.pdf
The short summary is that for the Gulf of St Vincents up to the end of 2013 the KGW stock is classed as “Transitional
Depleting” – which falls in the middle of other categories “non-sustainable” and “sustainable”.
This news reflects what most fishers have been muttering the last few seasons – “the fishing is getting harder!”
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SNAPPER RESTRICTIONS
Annual Snapper fishing closure starts 1 November
Fishers are reminded the state wide closure for Snapper
fishing in South Australia will begin at midday on Saturday
1 November 2014.
The closure will run from 12 noon on Saturday 1
November through to 12 noon on Monday 15 December
for all fishing sectors. All fishers are prohibited from
targeting and taking snapper during this period.

“The closure extension commenced for the commercial
industry in 2012 and for recreational and charter boat
fishers in 2013.
“During the closure Snapper must not be targeted,
including targeted catch and release activities and any
Snapper caught unintentionally must be carefully and
immediately released and returned to the water.”

The annual closure is an important fisheries management
measure in place to protect South Australian Snapper
stocks during a critical reproductive period.

Snapper come together annually to spawn in South
Australian waters between November and January, and
these aggregations can be disturbed by fishing activities,
which may affect their behaviour and ultimately impact on
the success of this important reproductive period.

In recent years, stock assessments for Snapper have
shown that the level of fishing pressure in Spencer Gulf is
too high, with the stock classified as ‘transitional
depleting’. While Snapper stocks in Gulf St Vincent are
classified as 'sustainable', ongoing management is
required to ensure the long term health of the fishery.

Five further smaller-scale spatial closures, which applied
immediately following the statewide closure from 15
December 2013 to 30 January 2014 are currently being
reviewed by PIRSA in consultation with key stakeholders.
Further information will be provided on the spawning
spatial closures following this review.

PIRSA Director of Fisheries and Aquaculture Policy, Sean
Sloan, said the annual closure was vital to protect the
State’s Snapper fishery.

Fisheries Officers will conduct regular patrols and
inspections during the annual closure to monitor fishing
activity both on land and at sea. Members of the public
are encouraged to report suspicious or illegal fishing
behavior to FISHWATCH on 1800 065 522. Callers can
remain anonymous.

“Snapper is a South Australian species prized by all
fishing sectors and brings economic, social and tourism
benefits to a number of coastal fishing communities,” said
Mr Sloan.
“The annual closure was extended by 15 days in 2013 to
increase protection for spawning aggregations from
disturbance caused by fishing.

Contact: Joanna Tsoukalas, Senior Communications
Officer, Fisheries and Aquaculture. 8226 2922 /0417
290 418
Follow us on Twitter @SA_PIRSA

WHALES AT ARDROSAN

SA REC FISHING GUIDE

Unfortunately, seven sperm whales were beached and
subsequently died on the beaches near Ardrossan which
raised safety and health issues for the area.

PIRSA have advised that the SA Recreational Fishing
Guide has moved entirely to an online version, together
with an app, SA Fishing.

The State Government created an exclusion zone for the
safety of all whilst matters were dealt with.

http://www.pir.sa.gov.au/fisheries/recreational_fishing/re
cfishingapp

Congratulations and sincere thanks go to the Yorke
Peninsula Council, with substantial help from surrounding
firms including Ardrossan Earth Moving & Arrium Mines,
the whale carcasses have almost all been buried as this
article is written.

ABANDONED OYSTER LEASE REMOVED
After 6 years of lobbying, PIRSA have started to remove
the abandoned oyster lease situated south of Black Point.
(As of 3.12.14)
The beach immediately to the south of the Black Point
proper, was identified in a report as the most polluted
beach in South Australia in 2011 due to the oyster
baskets washed onto the beach emanating from the
lease.
More recently, the wooden structure had been
collapsing and although some sink, some of the drier

structure floats either on, or just below the surface
creating a real hazard to safe boating.
Many requests by the BPPA, RFSA and concerned
community members failed to get any immediate action
until recently when PIRSA said there clean up team would
soon be in the Yorke Peninsula area. Call us sceptical, we
never thought the time had come for its removal.
So big thank you to all, PIRSA, RFSA, BPPA and
concerned Community members.
Removal of abandoned oyster lease.
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MEMBERSHIP REMINDER
We wish to remind all Black Pointers that the membership year now coincides with the calendar year ie, from the 1st of January to the
31st of December. If you do not have a 2014 BPPA Member sticker on your rubbish bins and your bins are not returned off the
roadway you are not financial members. If you believe you are financial members and have not received your sticker please contact
Kym Woolford.

At the request of all Members present at the BPPA AGM at Easter 2013, we will
be publishing in future Newsletters the property numbers of who are financial
members of the BPPA.
Therefore to avoid embarrassment – make sure you are Financial now.

We also wish to encourage you to provide email addresses to replace postal addresses for distribution of the Newsletter. This will keep
membership costs down and reduce the work load for distribution of the Newsletter. Other benefits include a colour Newsletter with
clear photos which enhances the reading of the Newsletter. Please send email addresses to Kym at vhw@bigpond.com.

FINANCIAL MEMBERS OF THE BPPA
At the last BPPA AGM, Easter 2013, the members present voted unanimously to publish a list of all financial members of the Black
Point Progress Association in the BPPA Newsletter. The below list is as we interpret at the time of compiling this Newsletter and we
apologise if there have been any payments after this time. Also, if you believe your property is not on this list & should be, please
correspond with us to rectify the error.
For an up to date listing, please visit the Membership Status online.
The Financial properties are;
S151

L5

L17

L32

L44

L54

L62

L72

L82

L100

L114

L126

L137

L149

L504

L703

L152A

L6

L18

L34

L45

L55

L63

L73

L83

L101

L115

L127

L138

L401

L91

L704

L153A

L7

L19/150

L35

L46

L56

L64

L74

L84

L102

L116

L128

L139

L402

L507

L706

L154

L8

L21

L36

L47

L56

L65

L75

L87

L103

L118

L129

L140

L404

L508

L728

L154

L9

L22

L37

L48

L57

L66

L76

L88

L104

S119

L130

L141

L408

L601

L731

L155

L10

L23

L38

L49

L58A

L67

L77

L89

L105

S120

L132

L142

L409

L602

L156

L11

L24

L39

L50

L58B

L68

L78

S90

L107

L122

L133

L145

L410

L604

L157

L12

L26

L41

L51

L59

L69

L79

S91

L108

L123

L134

L146

L414

L120

L3

L13

L27

L42

L52

L61

L70

L80

L94

L109

L124

L135

L147

L501

L607

L4

L16

L28

L43

L53

L62

L71

L81

L98

L111

L125

L136

L148

L503

L702

Note: Where there is ambiguity between a Lot and Site number, lots are denoted by “L” and sites denoted by “S”.
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VACSWIM 2015- Black Point Beach
Enrolments open Monday 8 September for 2015 VACSWIM.
VACSWIM is only being offered to children aged 5 – 13 years.
Program Dates: 5th-13th January 2015 (Excluding Weekends)
Program Operator: SLSSA
Book Online - Click to book online >

Click to download >

Address: Black Point Beach Foreshore
Onsite Enrolment Date: TBC - December 2014
Onsite Enrolment Location: Under shelter shed
SLSSA Surf & Survive; Levels 1 - 10
NB: Black Point Beach was previously a Royal Life Saving (RLSSA) "Swim and Survive Levels 1 -7" program
location. In 2015 Surf Life Saving South Australia (SLSSA), as governing body for open water sites, will deliver the
Surf & Survive stages program. The two programs have been mapped so that children can transition from the
RLSSA program to the Surf and Survive program with ease ( click here for more information). Some locations will be
offering the RLSSA Bronze Medallion to participants who have prepared in previous years; this will depend on
qualifications held by the instructors on site.
Program Fees: $30.00
Enrolment Fee (plus $5 surcharge for onsite enrolments) Stages 1-9 $50.00
Enrolment Fee (plus $5 surcharge for onsite enrolments) Stage 10 $40.00
SLSSA Course Manual / Public Safety and Aquatic Rescue $10.00
Equipment & Location Fee; This fee covers any costs associated with hiring and/or transporting aquatic rescue equipment
to site, plus the provision of the Surf & Survive Logbook. This cost is applicable to each child enrolled in the program.
Teach your child to swim - SA Water VACSWIM; it's the holiday fun thing to do!

ROCKS ON BEACH
It is very pleasing to report that through the efforts of several parties, some limestone rocks exposed by storms on the
beach front have been removed.
Council, through Stephen Goldsworthy was able to have some removed with follow-ups by members of the BPPA
Committee.
Community members also banded together to conduct their own extraction day. So big thanks to Neville Partoon, Brian
Bishop and associated helpers.
Job well done.
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PINE POINT GENERAL STORE
Summer Opening Hours

Monday to Thursday, 8am to 6pm
Friday and Saturday, 8am to 7pm
Sunday, 9am to 6pm
62-64 St. Vincent Highway, Pine Point, SA, 5571
Telephone (08) 8838 2200 Fax (08) 8838 2444

DATES FOR RECYCLED RUBBISH COLLECTION
Red: General Waste: Every Monday.
Yellow Recycling Bin, Mondays

Green Garden Bin, Wednesdays

Dec

22nd

Jan

5th and 19th

Jan

7th

Feb

2nd and 16th

Feb

4th

Mar

2nd, 16th and 30th

Mar 4th

Click to download a copy

Download the full 2014-15 Calendar from BP Online,
or click in the image on the right to open/download.
There will be no change to Waste services for Black Point
over the Christmas holiday period
NO STONES ON RUBBISH BIN LIDS BY ORDER OF COUNCIL

NEW DRINK CONTAINER RECYCLE BIN
At Easter, a new drink container recycle bin was installed adjacent to the Black Point Harvey
Caravan Park entrance. This is a trial which we hope to expand with additional bins spread along
Black Point Drive in the near future.
Please respect by only placing drink containers with refund deposits on them in the bin.
NO WINE BOTTLES & NO RUBBISH. NOTHING LEFT OUTSIDE THE BIN.
This service has been previously abandoned due to the amount of unwarranted rubbish collected.
All money will go to the BPPA and is managed by Black Pointer, Bob Walkley. Thanks Bob.

STOP PRESS: IT HAS BECOME VERY CLEAR THAT THE BIN IS NOT BEING FULLY
UTILISED AND HAS BEEN THE TARGET OF THEFT. WE ARE CURRENTLY
REVIEWING AS TO WHETHER TO REMOVE THIS SERVICE.
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SNAKES
Once again due to a very favourable breeding season the activity of snakes will be high this Summer. Inform children
and visitors of the dangers and refrain from engaging with them, as generally speaking they will prefer solitude as
opposed to confrontation. Pets and children are most likely at risk because of not understanding the dangers.
Keep grass low and rubbish away from human traffic areas for the best prevention. In an emergency call 000 for expert
advice but also have the Ardrossan (88373021) & Maitland (88320100) Hospitals as well as the Maitland Veterinary
(88213350) phone numbers in your phone for quick access.

Media Release from SA Health 11 November 2014
SNAKE BITES HIT RECORD HIGH.

bites each year.

SA Ambulance Service responded to 15 snake bites during
October, the highest number in any month for the past three
years.

Have a snake bite plan:

Chris Howie, an Operations Manager with SA Ambulance
Service, said November to March was usually the most
dangerous period for snake bites and urged people to be wary
outdoors.
“Previously, the highest number of bites for any month in the
past three years was 11, which occurred in December last year,”
Chris said.
“With the warmer weather we’re seeing an increase in snake
activity, across both metropolitan and country areas.

bushwalking.

bushwalking.
are bitten.
Ambulance Service.
Signs and symptoms of snake bite may include:

“There were a total of 62 snake bites in South Australia during
2013. We’ve already seen 42 so far this year and summer is yet
to come.
“There are simple, lifesaving tips you can follow if you or
someone near you is bitten.
"Keep the patient, and especially any bitten limb, as still as
possible and call triple zero (000) for expert emergency medical
assistance.
“Calling 000 for an ambulance is the single most important thing
you can do, as our emergency call takers will tell you how to
perform life-saving first aid over the phone.”
SA Ambulance Service also advised people to treat all snake
bites as potentially serious.
In the case of a snake bite, the patient should be kept still and a
firm bandage should quickly be applied along the whole bitten
limb.

tenderness.
What to do if someone is bitten by a snake:

“Firm bandaging along the entire length of the limb, including
over the bite site, and keeping the limb as still as possible delays
movement of the venom into the bloodstream,” Chris said.
“If people don’t have a bandage available, items of clothing can
be used to apply pressure over the bite site and limb.

site and extend the bandage to cover the entire length of the
limb.

“Use any cloth material that is capable of applying a firm and
even compressing force over the bite area and limb.
“It is important not to take the original makeshift bandage off;
just bandage over the top of it as soon as a proper bandage is
available.”
“It is important not to wash venom off a bitten area as it can be
used to work out which type of snake had bitten the person and
which treatment may be needed at hospital.
“With appropriate first aid applied immediately after being
bitten, the number of snake bite fatalities can be reduced,” he
said.
On average, three people in Australia die as a result of snake

ambulance officers.
Do not:
ite.

For more information and to arrange an interview Call the SA
Ambulance Service media line Telephone: 0418 844 716
www.twitter.com/sahealthnews
www.youtube.com/sahealthaustralia
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Looking for the details of an ad you saw and the
Black Point Newsletter, but can’t find the latest copy,
well, fret no more! All the advertisements are now
shown on Black Point Online, just click on
Advertisements on the menu on the left.
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ANTHONY BYRNES ELECTRICAL
Electrician available at Black Point
Mid January - End March 2014
(Advance notice required)
$80/hour plus parts (Min. 1hour)
Call 0401413881

Emoyeni
Wines
Locally grown & produced
Right here in Ardrossan
Rieslings / Shiraz / Port
Cellar Door Tastings & Sales
Call & Arrange a time for a taste
Ossie – 0408 841 164
Maria – 0409 373 186
35A Bowman Road
Ardrossan

DESIGN TO FRUITION
Reliable Renovations & Restorations
Licence No. BLD235649

KITCHEN INSTALLATIONS
LAUNDRY RENOVATIONS
BATHROOM RENOVATIONS
TILING

DESIGN TO FRUITION - RELIABLE RENOVATIONS & RESTORATIONS.
Our business is based in Maitland, servicing the Yorke Peninsula &
surrounds.

FLOOR SANDING & SEALING

We offer design and planning advice to assist with your renovations.

FLAT PACK ASSEMBLY

Darrell Colliver is fully licensed and can manage your job from A – Z.

CUSTOM BUILT SHELVING SOLUTIONS

Design to Fruition is happy to discuss any work you require and
provide you with a quote.

TIMBER FURNITURE RESTORATIONS
CUSTOM DESIGNED & BUILT TIMBER WORK

For further enquiries and information please contact us on:

WATER BLASTING

M: 0414 370 781

E: designtofruition@hotmail.com

FB: Design to Fruition
We look forward to hearing from you and working with you.

PAINTING

STONEMASONRY USING TRADITIONAL METHODS
BOAT BUILDING & BOAT RESTORATIONS (Darrell’s skills are not
limited to land; being a fully qualified shipwright with 30 Plus
years experience)
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M&R Contract Painters

Hills and Valley Building Maintenance

All types of painting and repairs

Available to travel to Black Point for the following:

Big or small jobs
All work guaranteed
Ring Mark – 0408 814 392
Or Elli – 0428 710 803

New and/or repairs to Pergolas, Decks and Boardwalks
New and / or repairs to Kitchens and Wardrobes
General Building Maintenance
Please phone Wayne for quotations
0409 672 372

Salt Design and construction services in
Decking, Paving, Retaining Walls, Screens and Plantings
Yorke Peninsular and Copper Coast

ARDROSSAN

EARTHMOVING
Work undertaken
Earthmoving

Steven Griffiths MP JP

Excavating

State Member for Goyder

Demolition
Post hole boring
Trenching
Site levelling & cleaning
Rubbish removal

For assistance with State issues
MAITLAND
51 Robert Street
MAITLAND SA 5573
Phone: 8832 2455
Fax: 8832 2699

PARLIAMENT HOUSE
North Terrace
ADELAIDE SA 5000
Phone: 8237 9100
Fax: 8237 9172

Email: goyder@parliament.sa.gov.au
Web: www.stevengriffiths.net

Skip bin hire
Grader & Tipper hire

4000 Yorke Highway
Ardrossan SA 5571
Phone & Fax. 08 88373 409
Mob. 0427 373409
E mail -pavloster@bigpond.com

Water carting
Sandblasting
Septic tank supply and
installation
Sand, soil and gravels
supplies
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33 First Street
Ardrossan
thestumpjumpcafe@live.com

Ph: 088837 4021
NOW OPEN!!
Cafe Open Hours
Monday – Saturday
8:30am – 4:00pm

THE STUMP JUMP PIZZA BAR
MONDAY – SATURDAY NIGHTS
5:00PM – 8:30PM

(Sunday 10am – 2pm during school and public holidays)
Freshly Ground Coffee, All Day Breakfast, Light Meals & Snacks, Yummy Cakes

Wall and Floor Tilers operating in both the
Adelaide region and on Yorke Peninsula.
Specialising in bathroom and wet area
renovations, large tiled floors and splashback
tiling.
For a free quote please contact Denton Basey
(shack 156 Black Point) on 0421 693 463 or
denton@zigzagtilers.com.au

Mosquito coils also for sale - natural sandalwood with
citronella, or Baygon/ Mortein coils for sale - both of
Australian Standard
"Coil & Chain" holder is 8cm high (lid on), 15.5cm wide, &
46.5 cm circumference. The total weight is 530g. (Weights
& measurements are approximate).
Colours available are matte black, white, aqua, lime,
orange, & red.
More details online
$25 for one "Coil & Chain", $45 for two. Mosquito Coil
included in each burner.
Can deliver to shack upon payment.
Contact Sophie at sophie.pledge@bigpond.com
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POINTS OF INTEREST
Another round of brain teasers, answers will be put online once you’ve had enough time to think about them!

SHACK RENTAL LISTINGS
As a service to all members, we are interested in compiling a list of shacks that are available for rent. At times the
Association receives requests for a shack to rent. This not only comes from visitors but also Black Pointers who wish to
suggest a shack to family or friends. We will list shack numbers and a contact avenue as people wish in the newsletter.
This will be a free service to members. Please contact the secretary, Kym Woolford via phone or at vhw@bigpond.com.
Also, on BP Online, the listings can be placed on www.blackpoint.org.au. Members just need to fill out an online form,
provide some details about the shack, and a listing will be automatically generated.
SHACK NO

CONTACT

NUMBER

7

Kerry Yeates

8569 2264

0439 877 849

21

Michael Gee

8379 3091

0419 228 894

59 & 59A

Vickie Easther (LJ Hooker)

8853 7383

77

Andrew Underwood

8295 8155

136

Joanne Castas-Marouli

402

Bruce Debenham

0407 723 563
0403 325 113

8373 7672

0488 294 560

Country Getaways Helly Easther-Smith 8832 2623 website www.countrygetaways.info

